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Presentation focus & contents  
Based on FUTURENET London & Glasgow internet-based 
travel behaviour survey of 2,027 respondents in 
2011/2012 
 

Presentation examines links between travel behaviour 
under weather uncertainty & social interactions 
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Background: FUTURENET project 

 
FUTURENET (Future resilient transport  
networks) part of ARCC (Adaptation  
& resilience to  climate change)  
Co-ordination Network (2009-2013) 
 
Examines impact of predicted climate  
change on the 2050 UK transport network  
& how to make the systems resilient 
 
 
Ryley & Chapman (2012) Transport and  
Climate Change, edited book, Emerald 
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Travel behaviour survey content 

§  Background questions: quota, personal / 
household demographics, general 
transport information, environmental 
attitudes & previous travel London – 
Glasgow 

§  Travel uncertainty: Social network 
analysis (ego-centric) 

§  Previous disruption experience 
§  Social (attitudes) information 
§  Stated preference experiment on travel 

between the two cities & post-choice 
responses 
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Survey findings: SNA & uncertain travel 
 
Ryley, T.J. and Zanni, A.M. (2013) An examination of the relationship 
between social interactions and travel uncertainty. Journal of Transport 
Geography, 31, pp. 249-257.  
 

§  Cluster analysis of socio-demographic & social 
network variables 

§  Travellers appear to refer to social network when 
taking travel decisions in an uncertain context 

§  Most contact the first member of the social network 
if experiencing an uncertain travel situation 

§  Social networks do not always function to support 
decision-making, but often to provide emotional 
support 
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Social Network Analysis 
 
2,027 egos 
13,022 alters 
 
Main characteristics of 
alters, including location, 
frequency & medium of 
contact, & main person they 
contact in uncertain situation 
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Social network members’ locations (P1-P10) 
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Survey findings: disruption experience 
 
Zanni, A.M. and Ryley, T.J. (n.d.). The impact of extreme weather 
conditions on long distance travel behaviour. Paper submitted to 
Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice. 
 

§  Report & describe up to 3 previous trips (over 50 
miles) affected by extreme weather / natural events 
– 1,125 trips 

§  Heavy snow affecting air travel is most common 
situation – typically resulting in a long delay (> 45 
minutes) or cancelled service 

§  Car users can be more flexible when facing travel 
uncertainty – less likely to cancel trip – shows 
difficulty operators face (22% likely to travel even 
with official warning) 
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Grouping 21 attitude to weather statements 
Factor N Typical statements 
1 Not mind about uncertain or 
difficult weather conditions 

4 I do not mind driving during heavy rain / snowy 
conditions / icy conditions. 

2 Prefer not travelling, level 
that show caution and how 
respond to uncertainty 

5 When I find the weather very hot / cold I prefer not to 
travel at all. 

3 Planning and looking up 
information 

3 I tend to look at a lot of information about travel & 
weather conditions before starting my journey / whilst on 
my journey using portable devices (like satnav, mobile 
phone, laptop, radio). 

4 Prefer travelling by car over 
public transport due to weather 

3 When I find the weather very hot / cold I prefer travelling 
by car than using public transport. 

5 Level that will keep travelling 
regardless of others or official 
warnings 

2 During bad weather I normally attempt to travel even 
when an official warning of ‘not to travel unless 
absolutely necessary’ is in place. 

6 Contacting others and 
wanting extras (pay for extra 
information / flexible tickets) 

4 When facing travel uncertainty, I tend to contact my 
friends or family for suggestions on what to do. 
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General travel: social influence 

§  Examine general mode choice from 9 transport modes & 
8-point scale (5 or more days / week to never) 

§  5 main modes: car driver, bus, train, cycling walking 
§  Factor analysis of attitudinal statements on social 

influence  
§  Social & spatial dimensions explored in an ordered logit 

modelling framework (number of social network members 
in their neighbourhood) 
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Travel behaviour characteristics: driving car 
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Grouping 20 social influence attitudinal statements 
Factor N Typical statements 

1 Opinion leader 13 I consider myself to be an experienced traveller. 
In my household or group of friends, I am the one 
who contributes the most to joint travel decisions. 

2 Tend to make 
decisions on own 

5 My travel decisions are mostly taken on my own 
without the contribution of people that I know. 

3 Inexperienced yet 
consistent traveller 

4 I tend to travel to the same destinations / using the 
same method most times. 
People I know tend not to ask for my opinion on 
travel decisions. 

4 Not consider cost 
when travelling – not 
enjoy it either 

2 I do not enjoy travelling. 
Cost is not the most important aspect I look at when 
making travel decisions. 

5 Need to meet & 
interact with people 

2 My working/social life depends on the fact that I can 
travel to meet & interact with other people 
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SP experiment – screenshot 1 
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SP experiment – screenshot 2 
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Stated choice model outputs 

In 35% of choice cards (around 16,000), respondents 
selected train as their preferred mode between London & 
Glasgow. Air was the second most favourite mode, selected 
by respondents in 31% of choice cards. In 15% of choice 
cards respondents chose not to travel (in 43% of these cases 
they considered the weather to be too disruptive to travel). 
9% travel by car & 8% travel by coach.   
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Post choice task questions: integrating SNA 

1.  Considered what people in respondent’s social 
circle would do. 

2.  People similar to respondent would choose in terms 
of method of transport (air, train, car, coach) – 
same as them or not 

3.  What each of first five members of the 
respondent’s social circle would choose in terms of 
method of transport 

4.  Market share of neighbourhood 
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Post choice task 1 
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27.0% 
3.9% 
9.4% 
2.4% 
48.3% 
8.5% 
0.3% 
 
N=4,286 



Post choice task 2 
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54.6% (Same as me) 
 
16% (All options) 
 
 
29.4% (I don’t know) 
 
N=4,501 



Post choice task 3 
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9.0%   (Very) Unconfident 
28.0% Neither 
63.0% (Very) Confident 
 
1.0%   Change mind: Yes 
86.3% Change mind: No 
12.7% Don’t know 
 
N= 3,856 



Post choice task 4 
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80.6% Yes… 
 
7.7% No… (4 options) 
 
8.0% Don’t know 
3.8% I do not believe… 
N=4,501 



Summary 

§  Extensive data collection effort –with 
SNA & SP experiment 

§  People use social networks in 
different ways when facing weather-
related uncertainty 

§  Shown flexibility of car versus 
organised transport during disruption 

§  Generated traveller thresholds & 
service failure levels 

§  For around a quarter of choice tasks 
respondents considered preference of 
social circle before choosing 



Next steps 

§  Develop forecasting of long distance modal choice: link to 
future scenarios 

§  Spatial analysis at neighbourhood level for Glasgow & 
London 

§  Develop social interactions elements from other transport 
work surveys: 
§  Ground access trips with social interactions influence 

for drop-off / pick-up trips 
§  Social interactions for rural DRT (Demand Responsive 

Transport) services 
§  Perhaps apply to other non-transport applications 
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Thank you 
Any questions? 

 

Dr Tim Ryley 
T.J.Ryley@lboro.ac.uk 

 
Transport Studies Group 
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